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Abstract. Designing learning games for the retention of declarative
knowledge is a way to provide learners with a large variety of adapted
training situations. Such training situations can be considered as game
activities built upon questioned facts. Learners must then face various
game situations wherein interactive elements and rules are a means to
read and answer specific questions about these facts. This chapter is
an extended version of [18]. We propose Roguelite as a relevant game
genre for declarative knowledge training. Indeed, its core design princi-
ples tackle the needs of variety and challenging training situations. Ad-
ditionally, we propose an analysis framework to help teachers and game
developers in identifying the key elements to design training games. This
framework includes a set of questions to consider during the preliminary
design of any training game for declarative knowledge. We identified
and used this proposal in a specific research context about the training
of multiplication tables. Following an iterative and prototype-centered
approach, we illustrate two iterations about applying the analysis frame-
work to guide the design and development of playable prototypes.

Keywords: Declarative Knowledge · Serious Game · Analysis · Train-
ing.

1 Introduction

Declarative knowledge is part of the knowledge necessary to perform a task.
Anderson and Lebiere [2] define it as knowledge of “things we are aware we
know and can usually describe to others”. It includes factual information, such
as multiplication tables, historical dates or geographical information. Repetition
is necessary to encourage the memorization, generalization, and retention of
declarative knowledge [15,25].

Retrieval practice, a concept in cognitive psychology, suggests that the act of
recalling and retrieving concepts or facts enhances their long-term retention. Re-
trieval practice includes low-stakes and no-stakes writing prompts, brief quizzes,
flashcards, etc. Research has demonstrated that this learning strategy can sig-
nificantly improve long-term retention [5,25]. However, it is important to avoid
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making repetitive or redundant serious games, as well as those that present an
imbalanced challenge relative to the players’ skills, as these can lead to bore-
dom [29]. To reduce this feeling of repetition, serious games focused on declara-
tive knowledge should offer a wide range of tailored training activities.

Many existing serious games designed to train multiplication tables (an exam-
ple of declarative knowledge) simply present questions for the players to answer,
often accompanied by game mechanics such as time pressure, rewards, scores,
and currencies. While there are a few exceptions that introduce advanced inter-
actions and gameplay elements, such as platform-game mechanics where players
control an avatar that must move and jump to make choices, these gameplay
features can sometimes conflict with the training objectives, leading to failures
despite correct answers. Overall, training games often lack engaging, long-term
activities. Insufficient gameplay can quickly bore students and reduce their moti-
vation, frequency, and duration of training sessions. It therefore seems important
to allocate as much importance to gameplay as to educational content when de-
signing learning game activities [21].

In this article, we propose to highlight the Roguelite genre as a potential so-
lution to declarative knowledge training. This genre is built upon several game
design principles for which we discuss their compatibility with the requirements
for effective and tailored training of declarative knowledge. Our proposal intro-
duces an analysis framework that guides the design of Roguelite-oriented training
games. This framework includes practical steps to be followed in each iteration
of a prototyping-based design approach. The objective is to address design needs
from both training and game dimensions, covering aspects such as technology
(i.e., information required for the game engine and generation algorithm), game
mechanics (i.e., how the core mechanics of the Roguelite genre operate), and
game structure (i.e., the rules of the game). This framework is not confined to
a particular declarative knowledge domain, nor is it designed exclusively for a
specific target audience of learners. Nevertheless, to illustrate our proposal, we
apply this analysis framework and discuss its implementation during two design
iterations within the AdapTABLES project, a specific research context.

The structure of this chapter is as follows: Section 2 provides an introduc-
tion to our research context, including the AdapTABLES project and its focus
on declarative knowledge related to multiplication tables. Additionally, section
3 introduces the Roguelite genre in video games and explores the suitability of
Roguelites for designing training games. Following a concise overview of the cur-
rent state-of-the-art in Section 4, section 5 presents a two-dimensional analysis
framework, encompassing both gaming and training dimensions. This framework
has been applied twice within our project’s context. Finally, Section 6 presents
the two applications of the framework and discusses the feedback gathered from
evaluating a prototype aligned with the initial analysis.
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2 Research Context: the AdapTABLES Project

The project aims to design and develop a serious game dedicated to the indi-
vidual training of multiplication tables, targeting students ranging from grades
2 to 6.

From a teacher perspective, the training game to design will be adapted, prior
to its use, to reflect how teachers consider the training: for example progress,
difficulty, source facts to consider, etc. This training structure can be set up for
the entire classroom’s students, for a group, or for individuals having specific
needs.

From a student perspective, the training game will follow the learners’ progress,
proposing facts according to their previous training sessions and results. From
a player perspective, the training game will offer game levels that take into ac-
count their preferences. From a game perspective, a same training task should
be tackled through different gameplays with different game elements. Finally, at
runtime, the training game will have to generate varied training game activities,
adapted, both in terms of gameplay and educational content, to the teachers
and learners-players perspectives.

We followed an iterative co-design and prototyping approach, involving teach-
ers, didacticians of mathematics, and game experts during the design and evalua-
tion phases. At first, two initial steps were necessary: 1) specifying the knowledge
to be trained, and 2) choosing a game genre that suits the training of declarative
knowledge. These contextual elements are necessary to start designing at a high
level the main key concepts and rules of the training game.

2.1 Declarative Knowledge Training

An exploratory research [17] has been conducted with the help of a user group
composed of teachers and mathematics experts. The objective was to specify the
adaptations to take into account when considering the training of multiplication
tables from a teacher perspective: what to consider (i.e., source and targets of
the adaptations) and how to realize these adaptations. The main two results are:
a model of the training organization into training paths, and the specification of
five detailed training tasks.

A training path, see Figure 1, is represented by a set of objectives ordered by
prerequisite relationships. An objective (e.g., “Work on the table 2”) is broken
down into progressive levels of difficulty. Each level is itself broken down into
training tasks (e.g., “Level 1: Completion 1 with search for the result, Identifica-
tion by choice of the correct facts”). A task is defined by its type and parameters.
The levels’ achievements are considered from both a percent of encountered facts
and a percent of achievement to reach.

2.2 Different Tasks Objectives and Parameters

The teachers have identified different questions that served as a basis for identi-
fying five distinct tasks:
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Fig. 1: Knowledge Structure [18]

– Completion 1: i.e., complete an incomplete fact that has one missing element
(e.g., 3×? = 15, 15 =?× 5, 3× 5 = ?);

– Completion 2: i.e., complete an incomplete fact that has two missing elements
(e.g., ?×? = 15 with a set of given choices [3, 6, 5, 10], ?× 5 = ? or 3×? = ?
also with sets of given choices);

– Reconstruction: i.e., replace, in the correct order, all important elements of
a fact (e.g., ?×? = ? with a set of given choices [3, 6, 5, 10, 15]);

– Identification: i.e., identify the correctness or incorrectness of one or several
facts (e.g., 3× 5 = 15, true or false?);

– Membership Identification: i.e., identify the elements that share or do not
share a given property (e.g., [3, 5, 9, 14, 21] which are results of table 3?).
The training tasks are defined based on teachers’ opinions and preferences,

allowing them to choose and configure these tasks for each {objective, level}
combination. For instance, Table 1 presents the parameters for the Completion
1 task, including the targeted multiplication tables, the position of the multi-
plicand and the result, the range of multipliers (minimum and maximum), the
elements to search for, the order of the questions, the response modality, and
the maximum response time.

Since we are using a prototyping design approach, the design process is con-
ducted incrementally. Consequently, each new iteration incorporates additional
information compared to the previous one. In this article, we focus on presenting
the initial two iterations of our design, which do not yet encompass the complete
knowledge structuring as outlined.

The primary prototypes employ a parameterization approach, wherein teach-
ers are required to provide the parameter values (as indicated in Table 1) for
each learner within the game.
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Table 1: Examples of parameters for the Completion 1 training task [18]
Adaptable element Possible Values Some Examples

Targeted Table(s) From 1 to 12

Multiplicand Position Left ∨ Right
1× 2, 1× 3, 1× 4.. ∨
2× 1, 3× 1, 4× 1..

Result Position Left ∨ Right 1× 2 = 2 ∨ 2 = 1× 2

Multiplier Interval Integer Min/Max in [1, 12] [1, 5] ∨ [5, 10] ∨ [1, 12]

Element to search Result ∨ Multiplicand ∨ Operand
1 × ? = 2 ∨ ?× 2 = 2 ∨

1× 2 = ?

Questions Order Ascending ⊕ Descending ⊕ Random

Response Modality Choice between propositions ∨ Input

Max Response Time Time in seconds

3 A Relevant Game Genre for Training Purposes

3.1 The Roguelite Genre

Over the past decade, the Roguelike and Roguelite video game genres have
experienced a significant surge in popularity. These genres originated from the
groundbreaking game that introduced this style of gameplay, Rogue [31]. Rogue
was a turn-based dungeon crawler where players had to navigate through levels
of a dungeon, battling enemies, collecting items, and progressing further. The
Berlin Interpretation [10] defined eight key factors that characterize Roguelikes,
including:
– Random generation: Each playthrough is unique due to the random or semi-

random generation of levels, enemy placements, item locations, and environ-
mental conditions. This randomness adds an element of surprise and unpre-
dictability, requiring players to adapt their strategies on the fly rather than
relying on memorized patterns. Procedural generation is typically employed
to avoid unwinnable situations.

– Permanent death: When the player’s avatar dies, all progress is lost, and they
must start the game from the beginning. There is no carryover of progress
between runs.
While many Roguelike games adhere to these eight key aspects, some games

deviate from certain elements. As a result, these games have been referred to as
“roguelike-like” or “roguelite”.

The Roguelite genre emerged as a way to differentiate these games from
traditional Roguelikes. Roguelites introduce macro-level objectives by allowing
players to carry over certain items or upgrades between attempts. This persistent
progression system enables players to gradually become stronger across multiple
playthroughs, increasing their chances of success in subsequent runs.

Some well-known commercial Roguelite games include Hades, Enter the Gun-
geon, The Binding of Isaac, Rogue Legacy, Children of Morta, and Dead Cells.
These games offer diverse gameplays, game styles, lores, and features, as well
as permanent elements that contribute to achieving cross-run objectives (e.g.,
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weapons, currencies, upgrades, characters, etc.). Collectible resources, for ex-
ample, can persist between deaths and be used to unlock permanent upgrades,
enhancing the player’s chances of success.

Failure is then an integral part of Roguelites. Players often face new me-
chanics, traps, challenging enemies, bosses, and various features that require
learning, resulting in multiple failures and deaths before achieving their first
complete playthrough or run. Despite the repeated losses, Roguelites typically
feature fast restart times, swiftly immersing players back into the action. With
each subsequent run, players gain a deeper understanding of the game’s under-
lying mechanics, enabling them to progress further.

Replayability is also another significant aspect of Roguelites. Every run offers
a distinct experience. Players can adapt their strategies and objectives based
on the dynamically generated environments. The ever-changing nature of levels
and encounters enhances the replayability of Roguelite games, as no two runs
are identical. Additionally, many Roguelites incorporate replay value beyond
simply reaching the game’s end. This can take the form of a new game+ mode
(e.g., Rogue Legacy) or a storyline that requires defeating the final boss multiple
times (e.g., Hades or Dead Cells). In both cases, players embark on a new, more
challenging playthrough, relinquishing their progress towards the primary game
objectives while retaining their persistent items and upgrades.

When playing a Roguelite game, several moments can be distinguished (Fig-
ure 2):
– A play session is a temporal session that begins when the player starts to

play and ends when they stop playing. According to the duration of a play
session, one or several runs can be concerned.

– A run or playthrough encompasses a complete game experience, starting
from the game’s beginning and ending either at game over or upon reaching
the conclusion of the game (often involving a final boss battle integrated into
the game’s storyline). A run can be initiated within the current play session
or be a continuation from a previous session if the game supports saving the
player’s progress.

– A game level session corresponds to the completion of a specific level within
the game. Depending on the game, players may encounter a single large level
to complete or multiple levels. Procedural generation can be applied to one
or multiple game levels simultaneously. For example, in Rogue Legacy, a run
involves the completion of a single large game level, structured into four
areas (castle, forest, dungeon, and tower), all generated at the beginning of
the run. In cases where a run consists of a sequence of consecutive game
levels, each level is generated one after the other, often with an increasing
level of difficulty.
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Fig. 2: Different times when considering playing a Roguelite game [18]

3.2 Adequacy of Declarative Knowledge Training with Roguelite
Genre

The training of declarative knowledge requires learners-players to accomplish
multiples training sessions, repeating the training activity, but with adapted
content to train and varied ways in presenting the activity.

The procedural generation feature can be leveraged to generate diverse train-
ing scenarios and content, allowing for the training of declarative knowledge in
a more engaging and varied manner. The Permadeath Mechanics can be utilized
to reinforce the importance of knowledge retention and encourage players to
learn from their incorrect answers or lack of knowledge. It can motivate players
to actively acquire and retain declarative knowledge. The Difficulty Progres-
sion feature also consists in delivering a gradual increase in difficulty as players
progress into the generated levels. This natural difficulty curve can be lever-
aged in serious games to provide a scaffolded learning experience. The game
can start with simpler declarative knowledge challenges and gradually introduce
more complex concepts as players improve, ensuring a suitable learning pace
and maintaining engagement. The Replayability characteristic aligns well with
the training of declarative knowledge, as repeated exposure and practice are key
factors in knowledge retention. By designing a serious game with Roguelite el-
ements, learners can revisit and reinforce their declarative knowledge through
multiple playthroughs.

The Roguelite genre, with its challenging gameplay, strategic decision-making,
and unpredictable nature, can provide an immersive and motivating learning
environment. By integrating declarative knowledge challenges into its gameplay,
such training games could enhance learner motivation, focus, and overall learning
outcomes. Overall, the Roguelite genre offers a range of features and mechanics
that can be effectively harnessed to design serious games for training declar-
ative knowledge. Its procedural generation, permadeath mechanics, difficulty
progression, replayability, and ability to captivate and motivate players make
it a relevant and promising choice for creating engaging and effective training
experiences. Therefore, Roguelite seems to be a suitable genre for declarative
knowledge training, where the training game activities generated are game lev-
els.
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3.3 Targeted Adaptations

The adaptation of generated game and training activities is not straightforward.
It requires to be characterized from the game perspective as well as the learning
perspective.

Adaptation is often characterized by three concepts [32]:
– the source (i.e., to what do we adapt?);
– the target (i.e., what is adapted?);
– the pathways (i.e., what methods are used to adapt the target to the source?).
Foremost, in our context, the adaptation targets generated game level (e.g.

dungeons composed of interconnected rooms) and their elements (i.e., what is
adapted). Therefore, it takes place during the generation of an activity (i.e.,
when it is adapted). In the spectrum of adaptation defined by [23], our targeted
adaptation can be positioned in-between adaptivity and adaptability, as it uses
user’s data previously collected to automatically generate an activity that is
adapted to the user.

In the literature, the gaming adaptations are mostly based on players/persona-
lities profiles [30,22,9] or players characteristics, such as age and genre. In our
context, adaptation from a game perspective seeks to take into account player
preferences to choose the game elements (i.e., source). The main idea is to rep-
resent preferences as game elements that can be activated/deactivated by the
player. From the learning perspective, our intention is to use knowledge of the
learner (e.g., actual level, previous mistakes) from his/her learning path (source)
to adapt the dungeons’ difficulty in terms of educational content.

Since the adaptation is an integral part of the generation, in our context, this
article does not dissociate them (i.e., the generation criterion includes adapta-
tion, see Section 5).

3.4 Research Question

Designing a Roguelite oriented game for training declarative knowledge requires
to answer several design questions: What is generated? How and when does the
avatar die? What are the consequences? What varies? What indicates a progres-
sion? And so on.

Furthermore, these questions need to be answered from both an educational
and a game perspective. Moreover, in a prototyping design approach, the answers
may change from one prototype to another.

Therefore, our research question is: How can the design of Roguelite-oriented
training be facilitated in a prototyping design approach? Our proposal is an
analysis framework that helps designers ask the right questions and make their
choices explicit during each design iteration.

4 State of the Art

Numerous frameworks and methods for games, serious games, and game-based
scenario design can be found in the literature. However, most of these frameworks
are primarily focused on analyzing existing games [12].
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One notable framework proposed by [7] is a learner-centered framework con-
sisting of four dimensions: Representation, Context, Pedagogy, and Learner. This
high-level design approach aids in the design of game-based learning scenarios
but does not facilitate the transition from educational content to concrete game
elements. Another framework, the DPE framework introduced by [33], extends
the Mechanics, Dynamics, Aesthetics (MDA) framework [11] for serious games.
The DPE framework is divided into three categories (design, play, experience)
and is described by four criteria: Learning, Narrative, Gameplay, and User Ex-
perience.

Additionally, [26] presents a method involving a series of questions covering
various aspects to consider during game design. This method is more generic
and not specific to a particular type of knowledge or game genre. [1] describes
the GOM II framework, an extension of the Game Object Model (GOM), which
considers educational games as compositions of elements described by abstract
and concrete interfaces. However, this work is theoretical and focuses on the
general design of games rather than their specific implementation.

The LM-GM framework proposed by [3] enables the association of Learning
Mechanics with Game Mechanics through the use of Serious Game Mechanics
(SGM). However, this framework leans more towards game analysis rather than
game design. [6] presents the ASTMG conceptual model based on activity theory,
aiming to provide a better understanding of the relationships between serious
game elements and learning objectives. Similarly, this framework is also more
focused on game analysis.

Many other framework and methodologies exist [34,4,20,14,27]. Some of these
approaches offer methods that are more closely aligned with specific game genres,
such as adventure games or story-oriented games [8]. However, these works are
primarily generic and not tailored to a specific type of knowledge or game genre.

Considering the specific context of the Roguelite genre, none of the existing
frameworks fully meet the requirements. Nonetheless, these frameworks are not
mutually exclusive and can be used in conjunction with each other. For example,
[26] could be used to describe the general design of the game, while ASTMG [6]
could be employed to ensure coherence in each prototype.

In summary, existing frameworks that share the goal of assisting in the design
of learning games focus on different pedagogical objectives, knowledge types, and
game genres. None of these frameworks specifically cater to situations where the
game genre is already identified due to its relevance to a specific learning ob-
jective. Our analysis framework is specifically dedicated to Roguelite games for
declarative knowledge retention, making it a highly specific scope. However, mul-
tidisciplinary teams also require tailored frameworks to guide them in designing
relevant, adapted, and well-balanced learning games.

5 Analysis Framework for a Roguelite Learning Game

Although the design tends to focus on the training and learning dimensions, the
game aspect must not be neglected. Indeed, as Prensky noted [24], the main
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reason for learning game failure lies in their lack of gameplay. To this extent, the
proposed framework aims to provide a means of analyzing the design needs of
Roguelite-oriented learning games by specifying both dimensions through spe-
cific criteria.

To design a Roguelite game, the initial step involves defining game mechanics.
This includes determining how the game world is generated (e.g., what is gener-
ated and how it is generated), when permanent death occurs, and how progres-
sion works (e.g., which elements are carried over). The generation mechanism,
within this context, encompasses specifying the aspects that should vary during
gameplay. Similar to learning, an important concept is the progression of diffi-
culty, where it becomes crucial to define how difficulty increases and when it does
so. From both perspectives, these five mechanisms (Generation, Death/Hurt,
Variety, Progress, and Difficulty) serve as criteria for analyzing the design
requirements. Each criterion comprises a set of questions related to its respective
mechanism. Answering these questions is essential for clarifying the design needs
of the educational game.

The following are the questions for each criterion:
1) Generation

Q1. What elements are generated?
Q2. When are these elements generated?
Q3. Based on what criteria are they generated? (i.e., sources of generation)

2) Death/Hurt
Q4. Under what circumstances can the avatar be injured or die?
Q5. What are the consequences of being injured or killed?
Q6. Where can the avatar sustain injuries or be killed?

3) Variety
Q7. Which elements exhibit variation?
Q8. How do these elements vary? (i.e., are the variations triggered by player

action? Are they random? Is it a combination of both? Are they guided
by heuristics?)

4) Progress
Q9. What is preserved or carried over between each death? (i.e., which ele-

ments?)
5) Difficulty
Q10. What factors contribute to increasing or decreasing the difficulty?
Q11. How is the difficulty progression designed? (i.e., if multiple elements

affect the difficulty, what is the sequence in which they occur?)
Table 2 provides a structure for conducting a needs analysis. Each criterion

is represented by a row, which is further divided into X sub-rows, with each
sub-row corresponding to a specific question. The columns represent different
dimensions, one for the game aspect and another for the educational aspect. If
there is shared information between both dimensions, it can be combined and
specified in the related cells. This framework is not restricted to any particular
didactic field and can be applied to design training games within the Roguelite
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Table 2: Grid for Design Needs Analysis [18]
Educational Game

Criteria
Perspective Perspective

Q1
Q2Generation
Q3

Q4
Q5Death/Hurt
Q6

Q7
Variety

Q8

Progress Q9

Q10
Difficulty

Q11

genre. The subsequent section illustrates the application of this framework in
the context of the AdapTABLES project.

6 Framework Application: AdapTABLES Project

This section is divided into five subsections. Subsection 6.1 provides a detailed
analysis focused on the design requirements of the initial prototype. It outlines
the necessary considerations and factors to be addressed during the design phase.
The first prototype is then described in subsection 6.2. This subsection offers an
overview of the existing implementation. In the subsection 6.3, feedback gathered
from real-life conditions is presented. These informal feedback provides insights
into how the prototype has been received and the observations made by users
during its usage. The design needs analysis for the subsequent prototype is de-
tailed in subsection 6.4. It specifies the requirements and improvements that
need to be addressed to enhance the design and functionality of the game. The
second prototype, currently in development, is presented in the subsection 6.5.

6.1 First Analysis

In our iterative process, the first step involved conducting a design needs analysis
for the initial prototype. The primary objective was to set aside the knowledge
structure and concentrate on a single task, specifically Completion 1 for multi-
plication tables. This task was manually integrated into the game, ensuring that
the information remains persistent across different training sessions. An overview
of the design needs analysis for the first prototype is provided in Table 3.

Generation. The generated element (Q1) in the game design is a dungeon
level comprising various elements, such as rooms, their order, contents, positions,
and values. Each room can be categorized as either a question room or a no-
question room. A question room is associated with a specific training task defined
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by the teacher and configured before training. On the other hand, a no-question
room is designed for entertainment purposes and includes enemies, traps, and
other game elements. The inclusion of non-question-based rooms aims to prevent
learners-players from perceiving the game as merely a disguised questionnaire.
Following the game flow depicted in Figure 2, a new dungeon level is generated
(Q2) when the player requests it during gameplay.

As discussed in Section 3.3, our game adaptations are tailored to cater to
players’ preferences. To identify these preferences, we examined existing Roguelite
games and discovered that many of them incorporate a purchasing mechanism
for items such as equipment, upgrades, and skills. Collaborating with game de-
signers, we categorized the preferences into three types: 1) Content, 2) Rules,
and 3) Visuals & Audio (Q3). Content preferences encompass additional objects
that exist during gameplay or elements that modify the activity’s structure when
activated. Examples include extra lives or different dungeon modes, such as lin-
ear or labyrinthine layouts. Rules preferences involve elements that impact the
players, the avatar, or the Non-Player Characters (NPCs) behavior. Examples
of rules preferences are increasing the speed of enemies or introducing a game
goal where completing an activity without mistakes earns +10 coins.

Regarding the game dimension, the generation process takes into account
the three types of preferences mentioned earlier (Q3). For example, if a player
has purchased and activated the labyrinthine mode, the generation algorithm
considers this preference. To ensure the tracking of learners’ in-game progress,
the generator also takes into consideration the last level number and state. If the
previous level, let’s say #5, was successfully completed, the next level generated
will be #6. However, in the case of death, the next level will be reset to #1.
The level number influences various aspects of the dungeon, such as its length,
the number of rooms with questions, and the overall dungeon effects (levels
above #4 are set in dark mode). In the educational dimension, the parameters
for the tasks can vary based on the learners’ level (as discussed in Section 2).
Therefore, each learner has their own customized setup for Completion 1 task,
defined either individually or shared by the teachers. These parameter values
are utilized to generate relevant questioned facts associated with the rooms that
have questions (Q3). To avoid repeating successful questioned facts, the system
takes into account the previously encountered facts and their outcomes.

It is important to note that conflicts can arise between the game and training
dimensions. For instance, if a learner-player has activated the “labyrinthine”
mode while the task setup requires encountering questioned facts in a specific
ascending or descending order. In such cases, our recommendation is to prioritize
the training dimension over the game dimension.

Death/Hurt. When the avatar is injured (Q5), it loses a life, and when all
lives are depleted, it results in the avatar’s death. The player (via the avatar)
can get hurt (Q4) by coming into contact with enemies, falling into pits (game
dimension), or by answering questions incorrectly (educational dimension). Ad-
ditionally, running out of time, which is predetermined in the task parameters,
can also result in the avatar getting hurt. Incorrectly answering a question or
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running out of time can only occur in question rooms (Q6), while encountering
the wrong enemy or falling into a pit can happen in both types of rooms.

Variety. The game generation algorithm offers a range of choices for different
elements. In the context of Roguelite games, variations mainly include selecting
different object types, determining their positions, shaping the objects and dun-
geons, and controlling the quantity of elements present (Q7). Consequently, the
positions of decorative objects and the shapes of rooms are selected “randomly”
(Q8), while maintaining coherence to ensure that elements are not placed out-
side the room or inaccessible to the avatar. The gameplay itself represents how
learners carry out the tasks. Having only one type of gameplay per task can lead
to a sense of repetition. To avoid this, four distinct gameplay variations (Q7)
have been identified for the Completion 1 task type: opening chests with the cor-
rect answer, passing through doors with the correct answer, touching enemies
with the correct answer, or typing in the correct answer. This diversification of
gameplay helps prevent monotony and adds variety to the learning experience.

In the learning dimension, the facts to be practiced are distinct until each
fact has been encountered at least once (Q7). Furthermore, depending on the
parameters specified in Table 3, the format of the facts (e.g., missing elements,
position of the equals sign, etc.) varies (Q8). While there is an element of ran-
domness involved in the variation of these elements, it is constrained by the
game’s preferences, educational considerations (i.e., choices made by teachers),
and previous selections made by the algorithm.

Progress. Our approach involves implementing a purchase mechanism in-
spired by Roguelite games. Players have the ability to buy items and subse-
quently activate or deactivate them as desired. Therefore, game progression can
be observed through the elements purchased and the number of coins accumu-
lated (Q9). Some Roguelite games only retain progression when players success-
fully complete levels or dungeons without the avatar dying. As a result, coins
are earned only upon completing a dungeon entirely. These coins can be ob-
tained during the dungeon journey (randomly appearing when opening a correct
chest) or at the end of the dungeon based on activated rules (e.g., +10 coins
for completing the dungeon level without any mathematical errors). Training
progression becomes apparent at the end of a dungeon run, whether by reaching
the end or experiencing the avatar’s demise, where statistics are presented show-
casing the mistakes made, correct answers given, and areas that require further
improvement. These results persist across subsequent runs.

Difficulty. In the game dimension, the difficulty increases within a run by
progressively increasing the number of rooms with questions (e.g., starting with 5
rooms, then 7, then 9, then 11, and so on) (Q10). The total number of rooms may
still vary due to the generation process, which can randomly include rooms with-
out questions along with the overall structure of the dungeon, such as a tortuous
but linear layout or a labyrinthine design (Q11). After successfully completing
five levels without losing, a more challenging level is introduced where the player
navigates in darkness, with only a torch illuminating the avatar (Q10). In the
educational dimension, the difficulty increases based on parameters defined by
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teachers. As long as these parameters remain unchanged, the questioned facts
will consistently reflect the established setup (Q11). These design choices re-
garding difficulty progression are open to debate and aim to establish an initial
version of the game’s difficulty curve, which is subject to further refinement.

Table 3: Design Needs of the prototype #1 [18]
Educational Game

Criteria
Perspective Perspective

Q1: What?
One task and one questioned fact per

Dungeon + rooms + entry + exit
room-with-question

Q2: When? When a new game level is required
Generation

Q3: Based
“Completion 1” set-up Previous level number and state

Current progress among possible facts Activated game elements or rules
on?

Task parameters have priority on activated game elements if conflict

Q4: What? Incorrect answers or time out
Being touched by foes, falling

into holes
Q5: When? Injuring causes heart lost, no more hearts causes death

Death/Hurt

Q6: Where? Question rooms Any room with foes or holes

Q7: What? Facts Rooms with gameplay and content
Variety

Q8: How? Progress and past results Random

Q9: What?
Success or failure on met Coins collected during successful

Progress
questioned facts game levels + purchased elements

Q10: What? Questioned facts
Dungeon level length

+ dark mode
Difficulty

Q11: How? In relation with the task parameters
According to previous level number

and state

6.2 First Prototype

The first prototype of the game was developed using the Unity game engine,
employing C# scripts to create a 2D game. It has been exported and deployed
as a Web platform WebGL build, allowing for easy accessibility. The game in-
corporates an HTTP REST API, developed in .Net Core, to store data in a
NoSQL MongoDB database. Additionally, a web application teacher dashboard
has been created using .NET with Blazor. This dashboard enables teachers to
monitor their students’ progress, including the current multiplication parame-
ter settings, achievements related to multiplication facts, and purchased game
elements. Currently, the available version of the game is in French and can be
played using a gamepad or a keyboard.

Figure 3 showcases six screenshots from the prototype. Screen 3a displays a
portion of the “hub” area, featuring four accessible elements: statistics (“Stats
Générales”), progress (“Progression”), educational settings (“Réglages”), and
the purchase panel (“Achats”) for game preferences). The hub area serves as
the starting point for each run and is where players can review their progress
or manage collectibles, such as purchases and activation/deactivation of game
elements. Screen 3b presents a section from the educational settings panel, as
outlined in Table 1. Screen 3c showcases a segment from the item purchase panel.
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Screens 3g, 3e, and 3f illustrate examples of the currently implemented gameplay
mechanics within the dungeon levels, including selecting the correct foe, door,
and chest, respectively. Finally, Screen 3h displays an example of a room where
the player needs to type in their answer.

The screenshots provide a visual representation of the prototype, demon-
strating various aspects of the game’s interface and gameplay mechanics.

6.3 Experiment Feedback

The design of the prototype underwent three iterations, during which it was
tested in real conditions and refined based on feedback from teachers and stu-
dents. The empirical feedback encompassed various aspects, including ergonomic
concerns related to keyboard versus gamepad usage, the overall playability expe-
rience, the inclination for replayability, and the motivation to play and practice
multiplication tables.

Regarding the death/injury criterion, several issues were identified. Firstly,
children sometimes made unintended choices due to the current touch-oriented
interactions that did not require the use of buttons or keys. Although this game-
play problem is tied to ergonomics, it could lead to a sense of unfairness in the
reward/punishment system. Secondly, some rooms had foes positioned randomly
in close proximity to the avatar’s entry area. This resulted in children losing
hearts without sufficient time to avoid them. Additionally, certain rooms with
questions also contained holes to avoid. Teachers pointed out that these game
elements could distract children when they should be focused on answering the
questions.

In terms of the variety criterion, children appreciated the three different
gameplays for selecting an answer (door, chest, and foe). However, it was noted
that the prototype lacked sufficient variation. The gameplay involving touching
the correct foe was considered confusing by both children and teachers. In some
rooms, foes needed to be avoided, while in others, players had to guide their
avatar to touch the foe corresponding to their chosen answer. This counter-
intuitive approach led to teachers suggesting that associating a correct answer
with a negative action (i.e., killing foes) should be avoided. The prototype also
included rooms with questions that required directly typing in the correct answer
on the keyboard. Based on the correctness of the answer, the correct door or chest
would open, or all foes would die. An incorrect answer resulted in opening an
empty chest, leading to a door that led to a dead end, or having no effect on
the touched foe. In all three cases, however, the avatar would be injured. These
situations were initially designed to vary the response method while maintaining
similar room content but ultimately proved to be confusing.

In terms of progression, it was found that collecting coins was unbalanced.
Only gameplay modes focused on chests (choosing or typing answers) had a
chance to randomly contain ‘+1’ or ‘+3’ coins (or a ‘heart’/life). While certain
purchased and activated rules could provide alternative ways to earn coins, early
successful dungeon levels might not result in earning any coins. Additionally, the
initial items purchased primarily fell under the content category (such as extra
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(a) Prototype’s hub (b) Training settings panel

(c) Gaming settings panel (d) A no-question room

(e) Door Gameplay (f) Chest Gameplay

(g) Foe Gameplay (h) Answer entry

Fig. 3: Screenshots of the features from the first prototype (text in French) [18]
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hearts), which were preferred over rules. Furthermore, some teachers were un-
convinced about allowing learners to freely buy and activate rules that pressured
them to act faster, potentially causing stress to answer quickly.

As mentioned earlier, the generation process could disable certain activated
rules that did not align with the current configuration of the Completion 1 task.
This could lead to feelings of confusion when encountering the generated dungeon
levels.

6.4 Second Analysis

This second analysis was conducted to inform the design of the upcoming proto-
type for multiplication tables training. Building upon the feedback received from
teachers and learners, we collaborated with game designers to identify solutions
and determine further directions for both the game and training dimensions.

Similar to the first prototype’s functional scope, the knowledge structure is
still not considered, although all five task types (presented in the subsection
2.2) are now considered. The prototype will allow manual parameterization of
the current training configuration for individual children based on their specific
progress, represented by the {objective, level} pair in the learner’s training path
(refer to Figure 1).

Table 4: Design Needs of the Future Prototype (Bold describes changes from
the first analysis).

Educational Game
Criteria

Perspective Perspective

Q1: What?
One task and one questioned fact

Dungeon structure + rooms
per room-with-question

Q2: When? When a new game level is required
Generation

Q3: Based
All tasks set-up Previous level number and state

Current progress among possible facts Equipped items
on?

Task parameters have priority on activated game elements if conflict

Q4: When? Incorrect answers or time out
Being touched by foes, falling

into holes
Q5: What? Injuring causes heart lost, no more hearts causes death

Death/Hurt

Q6: Where? Question rooms Only rooms with no question

Q7: What? Facts
Different types of rooms, types of
gameplays, types of elements

Variety
Q8: How?

Progress and past results
Based on the available equipments,

gameplays, elements,
and in relation to the tasks ⇐⇒ gameplays mappings

Q9: What?
Success or failure on met Coins collected during successful

Progress
questioned facts game levels + purchased items

Q10: What? Questioned facts
Dungeon level length

+ curses
Difficulty

Q11: How? In relation with the task parameters
According to previous level number

and state

Generation. The generated element (Q1) remains a dungeon level consist-
ing of organized rooms categorized as either question-free or rooms with one
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question associated with a specific task type as per the training setup. Each
room contains various interactive elements. The generation of a new game level
occurs when the player requests it, either from the hub-room to start a new run
or after the debriefing screens following a successful dungeon level (Q2). From
the game dimension, the generation process continues to take into account the
last level number and state (Q3), as well as the features that have been pur-
chased and activated. However, the purchasable and activatable elements have
been modified, and these elements are further explained in the following cate-
gories. From an educational perspective, each generation considers the learner’s
current configuration for all task types (ranging from 1 to 5) and takes into
account the previously encountered questioned facts and their results.

Death/Hurt. The player continues to experience injury (Q4) when interact-
ing with foes, falling into pits (game dimension), answering questions incorrectly,
or running out of time (educational dimension). However, a significant difference
is that question rooms will no longer contain traps or game elements that can
harm the avatar (Q6). Incurring injuries in question rooms will solely result
from providing incorrect answers or exceeding the time limit. The consequences
of sustaining an injury remain unchanged (Q5), leading to the loss of a life or
resulting in the avatar’s death if there are no more hearts left.

Variety. In the initial prototype, various types of rooms combined game
elements and gameplays. However, to introduce greater room variety (Q7), we
have adopted a new approach, as depicted in the conceptual class diagram pre-
sented in Figure 4. This approach involves two key aspects. Firstly, the differ-
ent types of tasks are mapped to specific gameplay types based on the current
task parameters (mapping work presented in [19]). Each gameplay type requires
a quantified number of elements possessing the specified ability. Secondly, the
types of rooms are defined by their positions, which can accommodate different
elements possessing specific abilities (and sizes). Consequently, different types of
game elements are associated with the abilities they can manage.

These combined elements will play a crucial role in determining the gener-
ation of rooms and their respective built-in elements (Q8). Consequently, the
purchase mechanic now involves players selecting items that, when equipped (i.e.,
activated), unlock new types of gameplays that can occur in specific rooms, as
long as they align with the associated task. By providing variants of game el-
ements that share certain abilities, game developers can enhance the potential
for variations within the game.

Progress. In terms of progression, equipment items can now be purchased
and retained across multiple runs. The coin mechanism remains, but it will be
adjusted so that learners earn one coin for each correct answer. Furthermore,
questioned facts encountered and their associated results will be saved even
after the avatar’s death. As a result, progression can be observed through the
availability of equipment items, the number of coins accumulated, and the stored
results of facts, which are accessible outside of a game level (Q9).

Difficulty. The educational difficulty remains consistent with the first proto-
type, determined by the parameters of the tasks set by the teachers (Q11). From
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a gameplay perspective, the progression based on the length of the dungeons is
maintained, but a new gameplay mechanism called “curses” is introduced (Q10).
The game progression will be structured around different minimum thresholds,
with each threshold unlocking curses that may or may not occur during the gen-
erated dungeon level (Q11). For instance, if we consider thresholds every three
dungeon levels, the generation of level #10 could involve a maximum of three
curses or, with some luck, none at all. The inclusion of curses adds an additional
layer of challenge and unpredictability to the gameplay, increasing the overall
difficulty and providing new obstacles for players to overcome.

Fig. 4: Conceptual class diagram illustrating the domain elements and relation-
ships involved in considering a wide variety of rooms with question. Yellow con-
cepts are to be generated; blue concepts are specifications of the game and
didactic elements available; green concepts concern each learner-player.

6.5 Second Prototype

The second version of the game is being created using the Unity game engine
and is accessible through a Web platform WebGL build. However, there has
been a change in the game’s structure compared to the first prototype. The
software responsible for generating customized and diverse learning activities is
no longer integrated within the game itself. Instead, it is now being developed
separately. This separation allows us to focus on designing the generator as a
distinct research subject, while the game interprets the levels generated by the
generator.
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(a) New shop (b) Equipment panel

(c) A no-question room with traps (d) A question room in dark mode

(e) Completion 1 Gameplay (f) Reconstitution Gameplay

(g) Identification Gameplay (h) Membership Id. Gameplay

Fig. 5: Screenshots of the features from the second prototype (some texts are in
French)

To create the generator component, we are using Java and drawing upon the-
ories from the Model-Driven-Engineering (MDE) field [13]. Additionally, we are
using the practical tools provided by the Eclipse Modeling Framework [28] and
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the Epsilon Framework [16]. We have developed a servlet-based HTTP REST
API to facilitate communication with the generator. The Unity game receives
the levels in the form of XML files. As for user input, the game can still be
played using either a gamepad or a keyboard.

We illustrate the major changes from the first prototype in Figure 5. Screens 5a
shows how learners-players can purchase equipment and activated or deactivated
them in 5b. Some items allow to augment the avatar’s hearts. Other items con-
cern the abilities and allow to extend the encountered gameplays. Last items can
ease the progression through the potential curses, e.g. the lantern that surround
the avatar with a light, making easier the play through the darkest level, or
the encompass that unlock the display of a map of the current dungeon level,
useful with a labyrinthine dungeon to distinguish rooms already seen from oth-
ers. Screens 5c and 5d are examples of random traps and dark mode situations
that players can met. Four of the five tasks types are then illustrated. Screen
5e is about the Completion 1 task. It uses a statue having the rotable ability
to propose 3 choices, validation of a choice being made by triggering the switch.
Screen 5f illustrates the use of various floor interrupts to do/undo (selectable
ability) make choices of values for reconstituting the fact (Reconstitution task).
Screen 5g is also using a rotable ability with a statue to let learners choose if the
proposed fact is correct or incorrect (Validation task). Last screen 5h illustrates
the Membership identification task. The learner-player have to push to the left
all blocks proposing a correct proposition (a result for table 10). Figure 6 illus-
trates different abilities, and related gameplays and elements, for a same task
(Completion 1 ).

This second prototype has not been evaluated yet. However, it was presented
during The Science Festival 2023, known as “la fête de la science” in French,
which is an annual event aimed at promoting scientific knowledge and discovery
among the public in France. In addition, many experiments are planned in order
to collect qualitative feedback from both teachers and learners viewpoints (from
different school grades).

7 Conclusion

In this article, two main points were covered. Firstly, it discussed the suitability
of the Roguelite game genre for training declarative knowledge. Secondly, it in-
troduced a framework for conducting a design needs analysis specifically tailored
for Roguelite-oriented learning games. The proposed framework offers an initial
understanding of the mechanisms and choices that benefit both the game and
training aspects. The core idea is to enable a two-dimensional design approach
that considers both the play and learning dimensions separately, while ensuring
their compatibility through verification and maintenance. This framework was
applied in the context of the AdapTABLES project, which aims to develop a
multiplication tables training game. The article describes how the framework
was utilized in two iterations.
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(a) Movable ability (b) Breakable ability

(c) Catchable ability (d) Followable ability

(e) Openable ability (f) Pushable ability

(g) Rotable ability (h) Standable ability

Fig. 6: Different abilities, gameplays and elements for a same Completion 1 task

The first advantage of the framework is the traceability of design choices.
Indeed, at each iteration, the choices are explained and then summarized. This
traceability facilitates the evolution of the design without the risk of involuntarily
going backwards. On the other hand, the visual synthesis (cf. Table 2) makes it
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possible to check that none of the dimensions has been neglected (i.e., presence
of an empty box in case of neglect). In a prototyping approach, iterations are
essential to fix certain settings. However, it would seem that the use of such a
framework (i.e., allowing traceability as well as visual verification of the non-
neglect of a dimension) could reduce the number of iterations required. Finally,
this tool provides a support that can be understood by all stakeholders of the
design process.

However, the proposed framework takes into account a rather precise context:
training or retrieval practice in the context of the Roguelite video game genre.
Moreover, the criteria used are those that we consider essential. Consequently,
other criteria might be considered essential by other researchers or game design-
ers. In particular, some criteria depending on the application domains might be
interesting to add.

Looking ahead, we are interested in applying this framework to other fields
beyond mathematics. Currently, they are actively working on implementing it
for history and geography topics, such as historical dates and countries of the
European Union.
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